
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

KBTC/KCKA Issues Programs Report                                                                                                                  

Reporting Period July 1-September 30, 2016 

 Arts 

California Dreamin': The Songs of The Mamas and The Papas                                                                        
Aired 8/25/16 7pm 90 minutes                                                                                                                                        
Celebrate 50 years of the harmonious pop-folk-rock group that defined an era. The special features 
interviews and performances by Mama Cass, Michelle, Denny and John, with rare footage not seen in 
decades. 
 

Summer, Surf & Beach Music We Love                                                                                                                                  
Aired 8/28/16 10pm 90 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Celebrate the sun-drenched sounds of the greatest surf guitar rock and pop tunes by legendary artists 
that still ride the waves of popularity today. Listen to hits from the Beach Boys, Ventures, Drifters, Jan & 
Dean and more. 

Under The Streetlamp: Rockin' Round The Clock                                                                                           
Aired 9/1/16 8:30p 90 minutes                                                                                                                                      
UNDER THE STREETLAMP: ROCKIN' ROUND THE CLOCK is a concert celebrating the American Radio 
Songbook of the 1950s-1970s. Starring recent leading cast members of the Tony Award-winning musical 
Jersey Boys (Michael Ingersoll, Christopher Kale Jones, Brandon Wardell and Shonn Wiley), the show 
features tight harmonies and slick dance moves that harken back to an era of sharkskin suits, flashy cars 
and martini shakers. Filled with great music and humorous behind-the-scenes tales, the concert brings 
back the classic hits of Frankie Valli, Elvis Presley, Tom Jones, The Beatles, Roy Orbison, Bobby Darin and 
many others, and magically recreates the time when singers would gather under a street lamp to sing 
their favorite songs. 

Visions of Italy, Southern Style                                                                                                                           
Aired 9/25/16 4pm 90 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Shot in high-definition video from a helicopter-mounted camera, VISIONS OF ITALY: Southern Style takes 
viewers on a seamless sojourn starting with Rome, following along the rugged western coastline to the 
toe of the "boot" at Reggio Calabria, and then back inland over the countryside to Rome.  This one-hour 
program features stunning aerial footage, an informative and poetic narrative celebrating southern 
Italy’s considerable charms and a soundtrack that underscores the emotional connections America’s 
Italians have for their motherland.  Images of Italy no tourist’s camera could capture are set to 
Neapolitan classics, choral selections, Italian folk songs, and the works of Italian composers such as 
Rossini, Puccini, and Vivaldi, with Italian-American performers including Dean Martin and Michael 
Amante.   

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Salute to Vienna                                                                                                                                                  
Aired 9/25/16 8pm 120 minutes                                                                                                                                   
Celebrate the musical heritage of Vienna in this lavish music and dance gala concert from the historic 
Konzerthaus in Vienna, Austria. Hosted by world-famous mezzo soprano Frederica von Stade and 
Academy Award-winning actor and Vienna native Maximilian Schell, special guests include The Vienna 
Boys’ Choir, Russell Watson, dancers from the Association of the Vienna State Opera Ballet, the 
Symphony Orchestra of the Volksoper Vienna and an international cast of top singing stars.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 

Secrets of the Dead 1203 Death on the Railroad                                                                                                                                                       

Aired 7/1/16 12am 53 minutes                                                                                                                                                  

A classic story involving foul play, cover ups, a murder mystery and a voyage of discovery explains what 

happened to a group of Irish men who immigrated to America. In 1832, railroad contractor Philip Duffy 

hired 57 Irish immigrants to lay railroad tracks in West Chester, Pennsylvania. Less than two months 

after their arrival, all 57 were dead. Did they all die — as was widely believed — from cholera? Or were 

some murdered? In 2003, twin brothers who discovered a secret file among their grandfather’s papers 

investigated the deaths of these men and found the location of their final resting place. Using the latest 

forensic and scientific investigative techniques, DNA, forensic analysis, facial reconstruction and 

historical detective work in Ireland and the U.S., modern detectives and experts unravel this 

extraordinary story. 

Northwest Now 730- Puyallup Homeless                                                                                                            
Aired 7/8/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
The homeless crisis facing the city of Puyallup is discussed. 

Charlie Rose 022151                                                                                                                                               

Aired 7/17/16 12a 26 minutes                                                                                                                                      

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton discusses racial violence, Donald Trump, foreign policy, 

extremism, and income inequality. 

Secrets of the Dead 1503 The Alcatraz Escape                                                                                                                                                       

Aired 7/29/16 7am 60 minutes                                                                                                                                                  

The three convicts who escaped Alcatraz in rafts in 1962 were swept out to sea and drowned, according 

to conventional wisdom. Now, a team of scientists believes the escapees could have made it to dry 

land—but only if they left at a specific time. 

Northwest Now 717- Heroin                                                                                                                                         
Aired 7/29/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Heroin's negative and dangerous impact on communities in Western Washington is discussed.   

Northwest Now 803- Governor Jay Inslee                                                                                                                              

Aired 9/30/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                 

He won in a tight election in 2012 and now he's seeking a second term in office. On this edition of 

Northwest Now, Governor Jay Inslee makes his case for another four years in the governor's 

office.  Inslee answered a series of questions from host Tom Layson that were the same for both 

gubernatorial candidates. Bill Bryant's program airs 10/7/16.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Economy/Employment 

Northwest Now 709-  Boeing Book                                                                                                                    
Aired 7/1/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Northwest Now takes a closer look at a new book written by two professors from the University of 
Puget Sound that exposes concerns that many employees have about the future of Boeing.    

Northwest Now 730- Puyallup Homeless                                                                                                            
Aired 7/8/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
The homeless crisis facing the city of Puyallup is discussed. 

Charlie Rose 022151                                                                                                                                               

Aired 7/17/16 12a 26 minutes                                                                                                                                      

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton discusses racial violence, Donald Trump, foreign policy, 

extremism, and income inequality. 

Northwest Now 736-  Project Comet                                                                                                                   
Aired 9/9/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Travel to Everett to meet a team of volunteers and see their  painstaking restoration of a De Havilland 
Comet from the 1950's.  And you’ll  learn about the Comet's rise and fall  as Britain and the U.S. 
competed to dominate the commercial aviation industry  at the dawn of the jet age.  It was a race that 
set the course for decades of growth  in Western Washington.   

Northwest Now 803- Governor Jay Inslee                                                                                                                              

Aired 9/30/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                  

He won in a tight election in 2012 and now he's seeking a second term in office. On this edition of 

Northwest Now, Governor Jay Inslee makes his case for another four years in the governor's 

office.  Inslee answered a series of questions from host Tom Layson that were the same for both 

gubernatorial candidates. Bill Bryant's program airs 10/7/16.  

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education 

Good Morning Mission Hill: The Freedom To Teach, The Freedom To Learn                                           
Aired 8/3/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Unlike most of their public school peers, Mission Hill teachers have control of their curriculum, and a say 
in just about every aspect of school life.  At this Boston public school academics connect to experiences, 
empathy and exploration are valued, and children with diverse abilities and backgrounds flourish.  The 
era of No Child Left Behind is over.  Now what?  No panaceas, but much can be achieved when teachers 
have the freedom to teach, plus the support to keep growing.  Expect laughter, tears, singing, and fresh 
bread as the filmmakers of August To June continue looking for meaningful education. 

August to June:  Bringing Life to School                                                                                                            
Aired 9/15/16 7pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                            
Come inside a public school happily and purposefully going against current test-oriented trends and join 
26 8-10 year olds, their teacher, and their parents for a year bursting with opportunities for curiosity, 
creativity and compassion.  Celebrating values American schools have come close to losing in the single-
minded pursuit of higher test scores, AUGUST TO JUNE takes viewers on a year-long journey exploring 
what makes education meaningful in this time of change.  The setting is a small rural California public 
school.  The lessons are universal. 

Is School Enough?                                                                                                                                                       
Aired 9/15/16 8pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                      
Examine a new frontier that could reshape education — the value of connecting students to the wider 
world. The program shows that young people, when participating in solving real problems and pursuing 
projects important to them, will excel. 

Class of '27: America ReFramed                                                                                                                                
Aired 9/15/16 9pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                        
Experience three stories featuring teachers and local leaders, in struggling rural American communities, 
who join forces to beat the odds and guide their children toward the long-term goal of graduating high 
school in 2027. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Facing Forward: A Student's Story                                                                                                                     
Aired 9/15/16 10pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                       
FACING FORWARD takes viewers to this cultural battlefield where teachers and administrators strive to 
transform at-risk youth into self-assured, productive individuals. Hand-held cameras follow the charming 
but troubled 12-year-old Tyree during a full academic year and beyond. Raised in poverty, single-
parented and illiterate until the 5th grade, Tyree represents the demographic most academically in peril. 
Tyree's teachers, tutors and family struggle to help the 7th grader stave off the perils of the street, tap 
into his potential, and beat the odds of academic failure. As the year progresses so, it seems, does Tyree. 
Life outside the classroom door, however, soon puts everyone to the test. His mother's increasingly 
volatile temper sets off a chain of events that leads to Tyree's expulsion from E Prep. Ultimately an 
educational success story, FACING FORWARD catches up with Tyree four years later, at his high school 
graduation, where the thoughtful young man speaks about the lessons he learned from his two years at 
E Prep and talks about his college plans. 

Northwest Now 801- Teacher Shortage                                                                                                                    
Aired 9/16/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
The shortage of qualified teachers is discussed with OSPI Superintendent Randy Dorn, WEA President 
Kim Mead, and Lisa Nolan head of recruiting teachers for the Tacoma Public School District.   

American Graduate Day                                                                                                                                          
Aired 9/17/16 1pm 240 minutes                                                                                                                     
AMERICAN GRADUATE DAY 2016 is a four-hour, live broadcast and outreach event dedicated to 
engaging our country around the dropout crisis with special celebrity guests, relevant spokespeople and 
compelling stories from the students themselves. The primary theme is mentorship -- telling the story of 
Community Partners and how they provide support, advice, and intervention services to at-risk 
students, families, and schools. 

NOVA 4315 School of the Future                                                                                                                              
Aired 9/27/16 8pm 120 minutes                                                                                                                                  
In a new age of information, rapid innovation and globalization, how can we prepare our children to 
compete? Discover how the new science of learning can help us reimagine the future of education for all 
children. 

 

 

  

 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Environment/Nature/Natural Disaster 

  

Oregon Revealed: Coastal Wonder                                                                                                                       
Aired 7/5/16 9pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                      
OREGON REVEALED. COASTAL WONDERS highlights the state's stunning landscapes and spectacular 
coastline stretching from the bridges of Astoria to the rolling dunes of Bandon.  Shot with a CinePlex 
camera system, the one-hour documentary features a dramatic aerial tour of the state’s breathtaking 
cliffs, estuaries, ports and small towns, including Tillamook Bay, Cape Kiwanda, Coos Bay and more. The 
striking footage also captures Oregonians in action along the coast, from windsurfing in the Columbia 
River to riding all-terrain vehicles through the sand dunes.     

The Test                                                                                                                                                                              
Aired 7/14/16 10:30pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                  
THE TEST examines the history of atomic testing in Nevada, atomic tourism, and the consequences of 
being in Nevada’s “atomic backyard.”  Following World War II, as the United States plunged into the 
Cold War, scientists raced to keep the nation secure in the nuclear age. They lacked a full understanding 
of atomic weaponry's destructive scope and knew the bomb had to be tested further. Ultimately, atomic 
testing sites, including one in Nevada, were established. The one-hour documentary delves into the 
testing in Nevada and the rise of "atomic culture."  Highlights include the elaborately constructed "doom 
towns," "atomic tourism," which describes how nuclear testing became a main event in Las Vegas as 
residents and visitors alike lined up to watch "the show," as well as a detailing of the history leading up 
to the 1996 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, still in effect today. Additionally, THE TEST 
examines the role that the former test site serves today in preparing first responders for the fight 
against terrorism and other dangers. 

 

Nature 3008 Cold Warriors: Wolves and Buffalo                                                                                                                                         
Aired 7/19/16 7pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                  
For thousands of years, wolves hunted buffalo across the vast North American plains until the westward 
settlement of the continent saw the virtual extinction of these vast herds and their eternal predators, 
the wolves. However, this ancient relationship was not lost altogether and continues uninterrupted in 
just one location -- on the northern edge of the continent’s central plains in a place named Wood 
Buffalo National Park. Today the ancestors of those ancient buffalo and wolves still engage in epic life 
and death dramas across this northern land. Packs of wolves up to 30 strong hunt the largest land 
mammals on the continent -- buffalo.  By getting to know a specific pack of wolves and the individuals 
that make up the pack, we get a sense of how these two animal species (wolves and buffalo) live 
together in what seems like a forgotten corner of the world.  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nature 3012 The Private Life of Deer                                                                                                                
Aired 8/4/16 7pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
From coast to coast, some 30 million white-tailed deer make their home in the United States.  Deer are 
the most highly studied mammals in the world, but does the typical homeowner with deer in the yard 
know how long deer can live? When they sleep? How many babies a doe can have each year? Enter the 
hidden world of white-tailed deer outfitted with night-vision cameras and GPS tracking equipment to 
see them not as common backyard creatures, but as intelligent, affectionate family members. 

Northwest Now 803- Governor Jay Inslee                                                                                                                              
Aired 9/30/16 7:30pm 30 minutes                                                                                                                                  
He won in a tight election in 2012 and now he's seeking a second term in office. On this edition of 
Northwest Now, Governor Jay Inslee makes his case for another four years in the governor's 
office.  Inslee answered a series of questions from host Tom Layson that were the same for both 
gubernatorial candidates. Bill Bryant's program airs 10/7/16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Health/Healthcare 

Northwest Now 730- Puyallup Homeless                                                                                                            
Aired 7/8/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
The homeless crisis facing the city of Puyallup is discussed. 

Northwest Now 717- Heroin                                                                                                                                         
Aired 7/29/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Heroin's negative and dangerous impact on communities in Western Washington is discussed.   

Northwest Now 735- A Beautiful life                                                                                                                                        
Aired 9/2/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                       
Meet Carol Decker, and hear from some of the people who helped her along the way in her battle 
against a life-threatening infection,  and learn how a tragedy became a truly inspiring story. 
 
To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe  2527                                                                                                                                           

Aired 9/16/16 3:30a 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      

Clinching Women's Votes: How are Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton polling among married and 

unmarried women? To The Contrary interviews Jill Stein: Can alternative parties impact the election? 

Transgender Pregnancy: Could new medical advancements change what the American family looks like 

in years to come. Panel: Rep. Donna Edwards (D-MD), Saba Ahmed, Sarah McBride, Saba Ahmed 

Northwest Now 803- Governor Jay Inslee                                                                                                                              
Aired 9/30/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                  
He won in a tight election in 2012 and now he's seeking a second term in office. On this edition of 
Northwest Now, Governor Jay Inslee makes his case for another four years in the governor's 
office.  Inslee answered a series of questions from host Tom Layson that were the same for both 
gubernatorial candidates. Bill Bryant's program airs 10/7/16.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

History 

 
Northwest Now 709-  Boeing Book                                                                                                                    
Aired 7/1/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Northwest Now takes a closer look at a new book written by two professors from the University of 
Puget Sound that exposes concerns that many employees have about the future of Boeing.    

The Test                                                                                                                                                                              
Aired 7/14/16 10:30pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                  
THE TEST examines the history of atomic testing in Nevada, atomic tourism, and the consequences of 
being in Nevada’s “atomic backyard.”  Following World War II, as the United States plunged into the 
Cold War, scientists raced to keep the nation secure in the nuclear age. They lacked a full understanding 
of atomic weaponry's destructive scope and knew the bomb had to be tested further. Ultimately, atomic 
testing sites, including one in Nevada, were established. The one-hour documentary delves into the 
testing in Nevada and the rise of "atomic culture."  Highlights include the elaborately constructed "doom 
towns," "atomic tourism," which describes how nuclear testing became a main event in Las Vegas as 
residents and visitors alike lined up to watch "the show," as well as a detailing of the history leading up 
to the 1996 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, still in effect today. Additionally, THE TEST 
examines the role that the former test site serves today in preparing first responders for the fight 
against terrorism and other dangers. 

The White House: Inside Story                                                                                                                               
Aired 7/21/16 7pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Gain access to America’s most iconic residence -- symbol of national history and icon of democracy. 
From the Oval Office to the family dining room, through crises and world wars, the 200-year story of the 
White House is the story of America itself. 

1964: The Fight for a Right                                                                                                                                    

Aired  8/4/16  10pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                               

By the mid twentieth century, Mississippi’s African Americans had suffered from nearly 75 years of 

slavery by another name - Jim Crow discrimination. In 1964 in Mississippi, people died in an effort to 

force the state to allow African Americans to exercise their constitutional right to vote. Although, the 

50th anniversary of Freedom Summer has passed, the struggle for voting rights is still pertinent. 

According to the NAACP, states have recently passed the most laws limiting voter participation since Jim 

Crow. Moreover, these laws also disenfranchise other people of color, the elderly, poor, and disabled. 

With the 2015 anniversary of the Voting Rights Act as well as the upcoming presidential primaries and 

general election, voting rights will remain at the forefront of a national debate. With historical footage 

and interview with Freedom Summer architects and volunteers, as well as present day activists, 1964: 

THE FIGHT FOR A RIGHT uses Mississippi to explain American voting issues in the last 150 years. For 

instance, why are red states red? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bombs Away: Lbj, Goldwater And The 1964 Campaign That Changed It All                                               

Aired  8/4/16  11pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                            

Three-year-old Monique Corzilius counts to 10, pulling petals from a daisy. A voice from mission control 

then counts down as the camera zooms into Monique's dark pupil. An atomic blast and ensuing 

mushroom cloud consumes the TV screen as President Lyndon Johnson's voice proclaims "We must 

either love each other, or we must die." This political ad, “Peace Little Girl,” aired only once or twice 

during the 1964 presidential campaign between Lyndon Johnson and Barry Goldwater, but it ushered in 

a new era of the television attack ad. The 1964 campaign also reshaped the American political landscape 

in other significant ways. Johnson's "Great Society" and civil rights agendas pushed southern states 

toward the Republican Party and brought the northeast in line with the Democrats, creating America's 

contemporary geopolitical map of red and blue states. Barry Goldwater's rift with "the liberal 

Republican establishment," or "Rockefeller Republicans," served as the basis for his landslide defeat in 

the general election, but also for the rise of an out-spoken and blossoming conservative movement. 

Barry Goldwater's presidential campaign also spawned the political career of Ronald Reagan, and 

inspired future conservative offshoots like social and Christian conservatives as well as the Tea Party. 

BOMBS AWAY: LBJ, GOLDWATER AND THE 1964 CAMPAIGN THAT CHANGED IT ALL includes interviews 

with historians and participants in the campaign, including Richard and Doris Kearns Goodwin, Barry 

Goldwater, Jr., Victor Gold, Joseph Califano, Larry J. Sabato, Professor Robert Mann and Monique 

Corzilius. 

 

Northwest Now 736-  Project Comet                                                                                                                   
Aired 9/9/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Travel to Everett to meet a team of volunteers and see their  painstaking restoration of a De Havilland 
Comet from the 1950's.  And you’ll  learn about the Comet's rise and fall  as Britain and the U.S. 
competed to dominate the commercial aviation industry  at the dawn of the jet age.  It was a race that 
set the course for decades of growth  in Western Washington.   

 
 

Northwest Now 802-  North American Eagle                                                                                                                   
Aired 9/23/16 7:30p 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      
A team from Parkland, Washington attempt to break the land speed record currently held by Great 
Britain. 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Politics/Military/Government 

 

The Test                                                                                                                                                                              
Aired 7/14/16 10:30pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                  
THE TEST examines the history of atomic testing in Nevada, atomic tourism, and the consequences of 
being in Nevada’s “atomic backyard.”  Following World War II, as the United States plunged into the 
Cold War, scientists raced to keep the nation secure in the nuclear age. They lacked a full understanding 
of atomic weaponry's destructive scope and knew the bomb had to be tested further. Ultimately, atomic 
testing sites, including one in Nevada, were established. The one-hour documentary delves into the 
testing in Nevada and the rise of "atomic culture."  Highlights include the elaborately constructed "doom 
towns," "atomic tourism," which describes how nuclear testing became a main event in Las Vegas as 
residents and visitors alike lined up to watch "the show," as well as a detailing of the history leading up 
to the 1996 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, still in effect today. Additionally, THE TEST 
examines the role that the former test site serves today in preparing first responders for the fight 
against terrorism and other dangers. 

 

The White House: Inside Story                                                                                                                               
Aired 7/21/16 7pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                      
Gain access to America’s most iconic residence -- symbol of national history and icon of democracy. 
From the Oval Office to the family dining room, through crises and world wars, the 200-year story of the 
White House is the story of America itself. 

1964: The Fight for a Right                                                                                                                                    

Aired  8/4/16  10pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                               

By the mid twentieth century, Mississippi’s African Americans had suffered from nearly 75 years of 

slavery by another name - Jim Crow discrimination. In 1964 in Mississippi, people died in an effort to 

force the state to allow African Americans to exercise their constitutional right to vote. Although, the 

50th anniversary of Freedom Summer has passed, the struggle for voting rights is still pertinent. 

According to the NAACP, states have recently passed the most laws limiting voter participation since Jim 

Crow. Moreover, these laws also disenfranchise other people of color, the elderly, poor, and disabled. 

With the 2015 anniversary of the Voting Rights Act as well as the upcoming presidential primaries and 

general election, voting rights will remain at the forefront of a national debate. With historical footage 

and interview with Freedom Summer architects and volunteers, as well as present day activists, 1964: 

THE FIGHT FOR A RIGHT uses Mississippi to explain American voting issues in the last 150 years. For 

instance, why are red states red? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bombs Away: Lbj, Goldwater And The 1964 Campaign That Changed It All                                               

Aired  8/4/16  11pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                            

Three-year-old Monique Corzilius counts to 10, pulling petals from a daisy. A voice from mission control 

then counts down as the camera zooms into Monique's dark pupil. An atomic blast and ensuing 

mushroom cloud consumes the TV screen as President Lyndon Johnson's voice proclaims "We must 

either love each other, or we must die." This political ad, “Peace Little Girl,” aired only once or twice 

during the 1964 presidential campaign between Lyndon Johnson and Barry Goldwater, but it ushered in 

a new era of the television attack ad. The 1964 campaign also reshaped the American political landscape 

in other significant ways. Johnson's "Great Society" and civil rights agendas pushed southern states 

toward the Republican Party and brought the northeast in line with the Democrats, creating America's 

contemporary geopolitical map of red and blue states. Barry Goldwater's rift with "the liberal 

Republican establishment," or "Rockefeller Republicans," served as the basis for his landslide defeat in 

the general election, but also for the rise of an out-spoken and blossoming conservative movement. 

Barry Goldwater's presidential campaign also spawned the political career of Ronald Reagan, and 

inspired future conservative offshoots like social and Christian conservatives as well as the Tea Party. 

BOMBS AWAY: LBJ, GOLDWATER AND THE 1964 CAMPAIGN THAT CHANGED IT ALL includes interviews 

with historians and participants in the campaign, including Richard and Doris Kearns Goodwin, Barry 

Goldwater, Jr., Victor Gold, Joseph Califano, Larry J. Sabato, Professor Robert Mann and Monique 

Corzilius.                                                                                                                               

 

 

Northwest Now 803- Governor Jay Inslee                                                                                                                              

Aired 9/30/16 7:30p 30 minute                                                                                                                                  

He won in a tight election in 2012 and now he's seeking a second term in office. On this edition of 

Northwest Now, Governor Jay Inslee makes his case for another four years in the governor's 

office.  Inslee answered a series of questions from host Tom Layson that were the same for both 

gubernatorial candidates. Bill Bryant's program airs 10/7/16.  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Science/Technology 

NOVA 4208 Universe Revealed                                                                                                                             
Aired 7/5/16 8pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                  
Twenty-five years ago, NASA launched one of the most ambitious experiments in the history of 
astronomy: the Hubble Space Telescope. In honor of Hubble's landmark anniversary, NOVA tells the 
remarkable story of the telescope that forever changed our understanding of the cosmos and our place 
in it. From its inception through its early days, when a one-millimeter engineering blunder turned the 
telescope into an object of ridicule, to the five heroic astronaut missions that returned Hubble to the 
cutting edge of science, NOVA hears from the scientists and engineers on the front line who tell the 
amazing Hubble story as never before. This single telescope has helped astronomers pinpoint the age of 
the universe, revealed the birthplace of stars and planets, advanced our understanding of dark energy 
and cosmic expansion, and uncovered black holes lurking at the heart of galaxies. For more than a 
generation, Hubble's stunning images have brought the beauty of the heavens to millions, revealing a 
cosmos richer and more wondrous than we ever imagined. Join NOVA for the story of this magnificent 
machine and its astonishing discoveries. 

The Test                                                                                                                                                                              
Aired 7/14/16 10:30pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                  
THE TEST examines the history of atomic testing in Nevada, atomic tourism, and the consequences of 
being in Nevada’s “atomic backyard.”  Following World War II, as the United States plunged into the 
Cold War, scientists raced to keep the nation secure in the nuclear age. They lacked a full understanding 
of atomic weaponry's destructive scope and knew the bomb had to be tested further. Ultimately, atomic 
testing sites, including one in Nevada, were established. The one-hour documentary delves into the 
testing in Nevada and the rise of "atomic culture."  Highlights include the elaborately constructed "doom 
towns," "atomic tourism," which describes how nuclear testing became a main event in Las Vegas as 
residents and visitors alike lined up to watch "the show," as well as a detailing of the history leading up 
to the 1996 Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, still in effect today. Additionally, THE TEST 
examines the role that the former test site serves today in preparing first responders for the fight 
against terrorism and other dangers. 

NOVA 3801 Deadliest Earthquakes                                                                                                                                         
Aired 7/19/16 8pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                                  
Travel along the planet’s tectonic fault lines for an exclusive look at the most catastrophic earthquakes 
from around the globe, and join scientists as they hunt for clues to predicting when these deadly 
disasters will strike. 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOVA 3903 3D Spies of WWII                                                                                                                                             
Aired 9/13/16 8pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                         
During World War II, Hitler's scientists developed terrifying new weapons of mass destruction. Alarmed 
by rumors about advanced rockets and missiles, Allied intelligence recruited a team of brilliant minds 
from British universities and Hollywood studios to a country house near London. Here, they secretly 
pored over millions of air photos shot at great risk over German territory by specially converted, high-
flying Spitfires. Peering at the photos through 3D stereoscopes, the team spotted telltale clues that 
revealed hidden Nazi rocket bases. The photos led to devastating Allied bombing raids that were crucial 
setbacks to the German rocket program and helped ensure the success of the D-Day landings. With 3D 
graphics that recreate exactly what the photo spies saw, NOVA tells the suspenseful, previously untold 
story of air photo intelligence that played a vital role in defeating Hitler.                                                                                                                                 

NOVA 4315 School of the Future                                                                                                                              
Aired 9/27/16 8pm 120 minutes                                                                                                                                  
In a new age of information, rapid innovation and globalization, how can we prepare our children to 
compete? Discover how the new science of learning can help us reimagine the future of education for all 
children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Women/Minorities 

Charlie Rose 022151                                                                                                                                               

Aired 7/17/16 12a 26 minutes                                                                                                                                      

Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton discusses racial violence, Donald Trump, foreign policy, 

extremism, and income inequality. 

1964: The Fight for a Right                                                                                                                                    

Aired  8/4/16  10pm 60 minutes                                                                                                                               

By the mid twentieth century, Mississippi’s African Americans had suffered from nearly 75 years of 

slavery by another name - Jim Crow discrimination. In 1964 in Mississippi, people died in an effort to 

force the state to allow African Americans to exercise their constitutional right to vote. Although, the 

50th anniversary of Freedom Summer has passed, the struggle for voting rights is still pertinent. 

According to the NAACP, states have recently passed the most laws limiting voter participation since Jim 

Crow. Moreover, these laws also disenfranchise other people of color, the elderly, poor, and disabled. 

With the 2015 anniversary of the Voting Rights Act as well as the upcoming presidential primaries and 

general election, voting rights will remain at the forefront of a national debate. With historical footage 

and interview with Freedom Summer architects and volunteers, as well as present day activists, 1964: 

THE FIGHT FOR A RIGHT uses Mississippi to explain American voting issues in the last 150 years. For 

instance, why are red states red? 

To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe    2527                                                                                                                                           

Aired 9/16/16 3:30a 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      

Clinching Women's Votes: How are Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton polling among married and 

unmarried women? To The Contrary interviews Jill Stein: Can alternative parties impact the election? 

Transgender Pregnancy: Could new medical advancements change what the American family looks like 

in years to come. Panel: Rep. Donna Edwards (D-MD), Saba Ahmed, Sarah McBride, Saba Ahmed 

Charlie Rose 022199                                                                                                                                              

Aired 9/23/16 12a 54 minutes                                                                                                                                      

Deborah Tannen, professor of linguistics at Georgetown University and author of "You Just Don't 

Understand: Women and Men in Conversation," on the double standard affecting Hillary Clinton. CBS 

News director Anthony Salvanto with an update on the 2016 presidential race. A preview of Monday's 

first presidential debate with James Fallows of The Atlantic, Dana Perino of Fox News, and Frank Bruni of 

The New York Times. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To the Contrary with Bonnie Erbe    2529                                                                                                                                           

Aired 9/30/16 3:30a 30 minutes                                                                                                                                      

Shootings & Racial Unrest: Police shootings of black men and women lead to unrest as both Donald 

Trump and Hillary Clinton propose solutions. A Historical Senate Race: The first Senate race between 

two women of color - Attorney General Kamala Harris and Representative Loretta Sanchez - will take 

place in California. PANEL: Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton, Ashe Schow, Anushay Hossain, Dana White. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


